Introduction
Exponential, gamma and Weibull distributions are generally considered to be suitable models in life tests. Extensive works are available under these models such as Evans and Nigm [4] f Klein and Basu [5] , Lawless [6] , Lingappaiah [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Using these models, many forms of life tests have been discussed suoh as accelerated life tests, DeGroot and Goel [2] [22] and Patel and Gajjar [20] are shown to be particular cases of our analysis here. The computation of these estimates by the Bqyesian method seems to be straightforward and more exact as aompared to UL approaoh used in [22] and [20] which include iterative process. Estimation procedure here involves only successive sums along with certain coefficients whose values are extensively available with the author. Finally, certain recurrence relations in the means of different cycles and phases are given* The main idea of this paper is to set up a most general form of cyclical life test under gamma model with many phases and cycles and then use Bayesian approach for the estimation purpose and also to show that many special cases are possible, where the computation beoomes much easier.
Distribution
Consider a cyclical life test with k cycles and p-phases in each cyole. Let 8,|,... t 8 represent the failure rates in phases 1,2,...,p, respectively, for all cycles and T^ represent the test time period in i-th phase and j-th cycle. Then the test periods can be put in the form as follows:
-
Now the probability density function of the variable t, the life of an item in h-th phase and j-th cycle oan be written as
where 8= (8 1 ,...,8 p ) and
Ifa=1, then (1) reduoes to (1) is Again (8) corresponds to those in Srivastava [22] .
3* Bayaaian estimates
Now, consider speoial case (a); from (1), the probability of a failure in the j-th cycle and h-th phase can be written
Censored above and below. Let r items fail before the (m+1)-th oycle and s items survive after (m+k) cycles, then, by (4), the likelihood funotion can be written as and, from this recurrence relation, tables of values of the ¿¿(«»n) are generated for various values of a (integer) and n. These extensive tables are available with the author. Entire computation of the results of this paper depends mainly on these coefficient and, as such, these tables are essential for this result. Now (11) can be expressed as (K is the total number of observations from (m+1)-th to (m+k)-th cycles). Eq. (14a) can be put as follows:
Now in (14) the middle square bracket term is
The first square braoket tern in (14) is
The last square braoket term in (14) is 
4* Beourrenoe relations. Proa (1), when oc-1, we gat the r-th moment in j-th cycle and h-th phase as -431 - ..,g pt m,r,s,a,p,k,n l j' , i=1,...,p, j"1,2,...,k. This shows that a large number of tables can be generated by varying any two parameters and holding the remaining fixed. b) InBtead of independent priors for the one can take dependent prior as (27) g(Q) = e" 6 P, 0 < 8 1 < 8g < ... < S p <°o .
But now evaluation of integrals in (20) to integrate out the 8^ will be slightly complex. o) Similar to (21), if the are known, one can get the estimates of the T^ with proper priors for the T^, in terms of known . d) Computer programme for (22) is available for p • 2. From this 8 1 and 8g are tabulated for different T^, T 2 and other parameters. Beaause of the length of the paper, tables are not included here. But they are available with the author.
